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SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SOCIOLOGY IN BRAZIL 
This bibliography was organized as part of a larger effort 
to interpret contemporary Brazilian sociology. Because our pri-
mary concern in this larger efrort is to ramiliarize non-Brazilians 
with it, we feel that it is necessary to premise any interpreta-
tion on a thorough understanding of the historical background of 
Brazilian social thought. Therefore, we give separate attention 
to this literature in the bibliography. Some or the literature 
deals with the broader category of social sciences. This is be-
cause the social sciences have resisted specialization until very 
recently and the evolution of sociology occurred within this more 
general theoretical and analytical framework. Yet a second sub-
division of this bibliography deals with the diversity of theo-
retical orientations manifest in Brazilian sociology today. This 
section highlights the significant contributions to its develop-
ment made by the American positivist school, the French macro-
sociology school, and the English social anthropologists. The last 
two sections attempt to summarize on-going activities according to 
contemporary sociological research and the specialization areas 
that are emerging in sociology. Within the latter subdivision, 
special emphasis is given to rural sociology. Much early sociolo-
gical production recused on rural populations and issues, and 
institutionalized sociology stresses the research and teaching of 
rural life. 
A breakdown of articles by these major subdivisions follows. 
Some are cross-listed because of the heterogenity or their context. 
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